
New Apple Hardware 2018-11

iPhones

https://www.apple.com/iphone/compare/

iPhone X vs iPhone XS: iPhone XS is an upgrade to last year’s iPhone X with a 
better processor, neural engine, camera features and battery life. A high-feature 
phone in a pocketable size.

iiPhone XS vs iPhone XS Max: Phone XS Max is a supersized version of the 
iPhone XS, similar in size to the older ‘Plus’ iPhones. It has the largest display of 
any iPhone. Except for the larger screen and better battery life, it’s identical to 
the iPhone XS. For those seeking a replacement for their iPhone 8/7/6 Plus.

https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2018/10/iphone-xs-and-xs-max-review-big-
screens-big-performance-big-lenses-big-prices/

iPhone XS vs iPhone XR: iPhone XR is an interesting hybrid with the incredible 
processing power of the other new iPhones, but a cheaper LCD screen and 
reduced features. It’s midway between the iPhone 8 and 8 Plus in size, but with a 
screen size that rivals the 8 Plus. It only has a single camera lens and no Force 
Touch but has better battery life. For those who can squeeze it into a pocket 
looking for a great phone at a better price.

https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2018/11/iphone-xr-review-keeping-
compromises-to-a-minimum/

Older iPhone models are still available and have been reduced in price:

https://9to5mac.com/2018/09/15/iphone-xs-iphone-xr-iphone-8-iphone-7-
comparison/

iPad Pro

Face ID (in any orientation) and USB-C comes to the iPad. Apple continues its 
push to replace Mac laptops with iPad Pro models that have as much or more 
CPU horsepower. Ideal for creative professionals that need the new advanced 
stylus for drawing and annotation.

https://www.apple.com/ipad/compare/
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iPad Pro 10.5 vs iPad Pro 11: iPad Pro 11 is an upgrade to last year’s iPad Pro 
10.5 with a better processor, Face ID instead of Touch ID, a new Apple Pencil, 
and a USB-C port instead of Lightning. It’s essentially the same size and weight. 
An improved model that increases the screen without increasing the size.

iPad Pro 11 vs iPad Pro 12.9: iPad Pro 12.9 is an upgrade to last year’s model. It 
has essentially the same features as the iPad Pro 11. Compared to the old 12.9, 
it has a similar screen in a significantly smaller size and lighter weight. An 
improved model that decreases the size and weight without changing the screen.

https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2018/11/2018-ipad-pro-review-whats-a-
computer/
https://www.imore.com/ipad-pro-2018-review

Apple Pencil: A new version is out for the new iPad Pros.

https://www.apple.com/apple-pencil/

For those that are happy with their current older iPad, Apple still offers a low-end 
model similar to the iPad Air and iPad Air 2. It’s the same thickness as the iPad 
Air, but has the Touch ID feature of the iPad Air 2 with a better processor. For 
those who don’t need more than what they have and like saving at least $500.

MacBook Air

https://www.apple.com/mac/compare/

Old vs New: The new MacBook Air 13” is a huge upgrade that thoroughly 
modernizes Apple’s cheapest laptop, although the old one is still available. 
Besides a better processor and graphics and a vastly improved retina display, the 
new one includes Touch ID but replaces the MagSafe connector and legacy ports 
with 2 Thunderbolt 3 ports that can also act as USB-C ports. It’s smaller overall in 
size but still larger and heavier than the 12” MacBook.

https://www.apple.com/mac/compare/results/?product1=macbook-air-
retina-13&product2=macbook-pro-13

MacBook Pro 13” vs new MacBook Air 13”: For only $100 more you can get the 
base model MacBook Pro which is slightly heavier and does not have Touch ID 
but is otherwise similarly sized and has a better processor.
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The new MacBook Air is for those who want a little more than a 12” MacBook but 
don’t need the processing power of a MacBook Pro. It seems like the MacBook 
Pro might be looking at an upgrade in the near future to differentiate itself more.

https://appleinsider.com/articles/18/11/06/macbook-air-2018-review-apples-most-
popular-mac-gets-an-impactful-upgrade
https://sixcolors.com/post/2018/11/macbook-air-2018-review/

Mac mini

The new Mac mini is a huge upgrade that redefines this model from a cheap Mac 
to a semi-Pro system that caters better to the mini’s most popular audience: 
creative professionals and programmers. Compared to an iMac, it’s now in the 
same performance league but still includes unique mini features like an HDMI 
port.

https://www.apple.com/mac/compare/results/?product1=imac-21&product2=mac-
mini

https://appleinsider.com/articles/18/11/06/mac-mini-2018-review-apples-
mightiest-mini-yet
https://sixcolors.com/post/2018/11/mac-mini-2018-review/
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